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123 Genius 

First numbers and counting games for kids 

Number Quiz 

Numbers tracing game for kids learning 123s, 
number identification, matching a set of object 
to number, sequencing 

Endless 123 

Learn numbers 

Chirp Shapes Up 

Shape identification and identifying shape 
attributes using real world objects 

Heavy or Light Free 

Science and math game for kids to weigh 
fun objects on a toy scale Bunny Balance 

Problem solving, comparing weight using a 
balance scale 

Kids Doodle & 
Discover: Farm Animals 

Shape recognition, Using smaller shapes to 
create larger ones, solving puzzles Fish Swish 

subitizing 

Which Fish? 

Completing color patterns (ab, abb) 

Flower Power 

Dividing objects in sets of 2, 3, following 
directions 

Learning Patterns 
Help kids develop critical thinking and 
pattern recognition skills Number Quiz -Lite 

Numbers tracing game for kids learning 123s, 
number identification, matching a set of object 
to number, sequencing 

PEEP Bunny Balance 

Problem solving, comparing weight using a 
balance scale PEEP Chirp Shapes Up 

Shape identification and identifying shape 
attributes using real world objects 
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Sushi Monster 

Addition, number combinations 
Sight words 2 

Learn to read flashcards and games apps for 
kids. Play word bingo 

Todo Math 

Number tracing, counting, tallies, addition, 
uses a number line to show addition, 
patterns 

PEEP and the Big Wide 
World Trash Stash 

Sorting objects by attribute (color, shape, size) 

ABC Genius 

Preschool games for learning alphabet 
letters and phonics Sight Words Learning 

Games & Flash Cards Lite 

Recognizing sight words 

Partners in Rhyme-
Rhyming Game 

Match rhyming words (12 word families 
included…you can pick up to three word 
families at a time) 

Little Story Creator 
Digital scrapbooking and photo collage maker 

 ABCmouse Music 
Videos  

Learn the Alphabet with Fun, Original Songs 
A Hooked on  Phonics 

Lear & Read 

Preschool & Kindergarten Sight Words, Reading 
Games, Vowel Sounds 

ABC Kids-Tracing 
&Phonics 

Alphabet writing workbook 

Spelling bug 

Build a word with given letters (short and long 
vowel words) 

Endless Reader 
build a sight word and match the word in 
the sentence News-O-Matic: Reading 

for Kids 

Daily reading for kids 

https://mdm.hcps.org/AirWatch/AppManagement/ViewPublicApp?appId=559&tab=description
https://mdm.hcps.org/AirWatch/AppManagement/ViewPublicApp?appId=559&tab=description
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 Skybrary- Kids 
Books and Videos 

Library of children’s books, kids’ videos and 
educational games Parts of the Body 

Identifying and match body parts.  Student 
must be able to read because there is not 
auditory directions. 

Sentence Maker 

Match the words to build a sentence and 
the app will read the sentence. 

Scratch Jr 

Students create their own video games 
adding characters, settings and movement 

Homer Reading  

Storytime, record your voice, draw a 
picture, songs and rhymes, learn to read, 
brain games, non-fiction text 

Sink or float lite 

Kids science game to learn, play, experiment 
and compare fun and colorful objects like 
balloons, fruit, candy and toys in water  

Inventioneers 

Problem solving with STEM skills 

ABCmouse.com 

Teachers can create a login and set up a class 
profile for each student. Then students can 
work on the following skills: reading, math, 
science 

Earth School 

Science and dinosaur games for preschool 
aged children Peep and The Big Wide 

World Paint Splat 

Mixing paint colors to create new colors 

PEEP and the Big 
Wide World Hide and Peep 

Listening skills and memory: visual recall 
Jigsaw Puzzle 

Completing puzzles of varying difficulty 

Memory Lane 
Listening skills and memory: visual recall 

Shape Puzzles ABC Games 
Word learning games 

Pre & Kinder 

Pre-k: Shapes and alphabet 

Starfall 

Same as Starfall website 
 

Preschool All 

Learn to Read Letters, Teach Me Numbers, 
Patterns and 123 Counting 

  

    

    

https://mdm.hcps.org/AirWatch/AppManagement/ViewPublicApp?appId=602&tab=description
https://mdm.hcps.org/AirWatch/AppManagement/ViewPublicApp?appId=602&tab=description
https://mdm.hcps.org/AirWatch/AppManagement/ViewPublicApp?appId=602&tab=description
https://mdm.hcps.org/AirWatch/AppManagement/ViewPublicApp?appId=604&tab=description
https://mdm.hcps.org/AirWatch/AppManagement/ViewPublicApp?appId=604&tab=description

